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My name is
Fonnyta Amran

I am a theatre director, producer, and the
first Indonesian ever to be accepted at the
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland for the
MA Theatre Directing Program

MY JOURNEY WITH THEATRE STARTS HERE

My journey with theatre started
early when I was in elementary
school.  Ever since I was a kid, I
have always been attracted to
literary works and their extended
formats. 

I put together a short play when I

was 12 years old with my friends. 

I wrote it, directed it,
and acted in it. 



I knew right then...

Don't be a weird kid!

That that particular experience had
introduced me to something exhilaratingly
unfathomable that had opened me up to a
new art form.  And inspired me greatly

my love for theatre begins

My parents didn’t agree with this new interest. I
grew up in a Sumatran family that adheres to fairly
strict traditional and religious values. It was
considered peculiar to be imaginative and that
being different would bring shame to my family. 
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Girls are better if they don't stand out...
My father was a war hero in Sumatra and my mother is an only
child raised in a protective family environment in an upper middle
Sumatran town that believes that girls should not stand out. It is
safe to say that my passion for theatre was nipped in the bud, at
least for a while. 



I was never BRAVE
enough to pay
attention to that STIR
IN MY GUT and
goosebumps every
time I hear the
mention of theatre, or
each time I'm
embraced by the
buildings these stories
are told in.

it didnt stop me.. 

I  appeased them by
dabbling in any creative

ventures that let me get a
taste of creative production

 I found solace

I  began to be involved in
various technical aspects of
making theater productions. 

Then I met  JPAC 
in 2014

Jakarta Performing Arts
Community (JPAC) is a

community so bizarrely diverse
with a single love for performing

arts. 
 

a band of musical theatre fans
who are so unapologetic about
who they are and their passion



This community gives me the freedom to create....

2017
West Side Story
Initiated, produced, and
directed JPAC’s biggest
production to date involving
100 volunteer casts in a  first
Broadway--licensed show  for
amateur theatre in Jakarta to
speak up against hatred and
led them to a highly financially-
sound success since 3 years
from its inception. 

2018

Blackbird 
Directed Blackbird – by
David Harrower.  The
first dramatic play by
JPAC.  It was produced
as part of the 16 days of
activism against gender-
based violence
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and be as imaginative as I could be.
It lets me be limitless, even when
you are embracing the very true

part of yourself a bit late.

2014 - PRESENT
went on to direct and produce 4
successful theatre productions 

2019
Company - A Musical
Comedy 
Directed Company - A Musical
Comedy by Stephen
Sondheim 
to highlight the female
creatives in the theatre who
are rarely exposed and
appreciated, also to speak up
against the increasing
conservatism about women’s
role in the society

2021
The Last Five Years
Directed & Co produced
The Last Five Years 
produced to explore the
liminal space between
theater and film and find a
new creative platform to
keep the theatre alive
during the pandemic.



making a change..

Indonesian theatre scenes needs...

to be allowed to evolve by
introducing different modern

influences by collaborating with
various global stakeholders  

During the 8 years being involved as a director and producer with JPAC,

 I experienced how POWERFUL performing arts
are in influencing positive change in the
community. 

I also learned that the theatre scene in
Indonesia adheres to a certain way and holds
strong to traditional cultures and methods
which tend to be exclusive, elitist, and have a
less methodical and friendly approach,
especially for the younger generation. 

I ASPIRE TO CHANGE THIS
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The world is evolving so rapidly, and a non-
progressive approach and conventional

mindset will alienate the theatre world from
the younger generation, thus limiting its
power to be a creative change-making

vehicle or worse, become obsolete. 



I am  the first Indonesian theatre
director  ever to be accepted at
the Royal Conservatoire of
Scotland for the Theatre
Directing Program

I am also the first Indonesian
recipient of the Scotland-based
W.M. Mann Foundation scholarship
for arts. 

In September 2021, I received an unconditional offer to study theatre
directing in the MA Contemporary & Classical Text program by "the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland"
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The Last Five Years Production 2021 



Going for a master’s degree in theatre direction  at the ROYAL CONSERVATOIRE OF
SCOTLAND (The world's top 3 Performing Arts Education)  would be an exceptional
way to acquire the qualifications in the effort to cultivating a more inclusive & thriving
creative industry in Indonesia.



Help me in
achieving this
mission

EMAIL

iamipongita@gmail.com

WEBSITE

www.jakartapac.com

PHONE

0877-8235-1211


